Talon Incident Management System
(TIMS)
Records Management for Law Enforcement
Talon Incident Management System (TIMS) record management system for Law
Enforcement is a powerful, customizable, expandable, and easy-to-use tool. The TIMS
application has numerous must-have features:

TALON SOFTWARE SUITE

Core Technology Corporation’s
Talon software suite for the
criminal justice and public
safety communities facilitates
secure, cost-effective, userfriendly access and capability to
view, share, and record
sensitive data.
 Data Sharing
 Crime Mapping
 Records Management
 Officer Daily
 Call for Service
 Mobile
 Advanced Authentication

CONVENIENT

One logon and password
provides access to all
applications within the Talon
suite. Navigation between
functions is seamless, allowing
the Officer to concentrate on
the task-at-hand not the
software.

SECURE

Security is paramount to Core
Technology, so our solutions
incorporate multiple
authentication factors and
exceed the Criminal Justice
Information Systems (CJIS)
security policy encryption
requirements.

• Detailed Incident Report Storage
• Ticket Storage
• Bicycle Registration Storage
• Activity Log Storage
• Spell-checking
• Dashboard

• Evidence Chain-of-Custody Handling
• Summary & Statistical Reporting
• Custom Search Manager
• Maintenance & Customization
• Expandable with add-on modules

Comprehensive
Data Capturing
Capture as little or
as much incident
information as you
desire with any or
all of the easy-touse incident
component
buttons.

Powerful Reporting & Flexible Customization
Over 40 standard reports are available with TIMS to obtain detailed or statistical
information. Customizing the field options to track items of specific interest to you
makes the already report-rich TIMS system even more useful because you get exactly
the report you need (e.g., gang related drug crimes in the Cherry Hill Neighborhood).
The Custom Search Manager feature of TIMS gives you the ability to create and save
your own custom searches, where you define the filtering criteria as well as the
columns that are given in the search results. Search results will display on the screen
by default, but you may also send the information to a PDF report or an Excel
Spreadsheet.
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Feature Rich & Powerfully Effective
Viewing
Dashboard
Grouped together on one screen, the TIMS Dashboard condenses the large
amount of information stored in your database into multiple easy-to-read charts.
You will see both pie and bar charts for “Person Crimes”, “Property Crimes”, and
the “Top 5 Offenses”, which shows the five most frequently occurring offense
groups.

CONFIGURABLE
FEATURES

Flexible options allow you to
customize your system to meet
your agency’s needs.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

The Core Technology Support
Team is available to help you
during the configuration
process and beyond.
PERFECT SOLUTION

TIMS provides the agency
with one simple solution to get
the job done.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
TRAINING
INSTALLATION AND SETUP
MAINTENANCE

Expandable
Because TIMS is part of the Talon Suite of software, other applications or add-on
modules like the TIMS Supervisory Review and Workflow add-on module can
provide great time savings and additional functionality. Contact Core Technology
for the many offerings available.

APPLICATION SUPPORT
CUSTOM DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT

Core Technology
Corporation

About Core Technology
Established in 1981, Core Technology provides specialized software solutions for the
criminal justice and law enforcement communities. Core’s solutions are available to
local, regional, state, and national agencies that want to access, share, and exchange
information as well as communicate effectively with each other.

At The Center of Connectivity

800-338-2117

